Excellent features, amazing quality, and unrivalled cost performance

The QSS-3801HD answers today's market needs by providing higher quality prints, more value-added services, a more efficient workflow, and lower costs. In short, this minker provides the solution you and your customers need while achieving an excellent cost performance.

An excellent capacity to spark your business

Speed is vital when printing for price-takers, 79 million pixels for an A3 size print. This high-speed, high-capacity printing optimizes your business efficiency, making your business faster and more productive.

6"x 4" (12.7 x 10.2 cm) Approx. 1,480 prints per hour

5"x 7" (12.7 x 17.8 cm) Approx. 920 prints per hour

10"x 8" (25.4 x 20.3 cm) Approx. 420 prints per hour

12"x 10" (30.5 x 25.4 cm) Approx. 350 prints per hour

High Definition laser engine

The high-definition laser engine, which employs advanced technology that has been developed and refined by the laser industry's leading manufacturers, makes possible high-quality, high-definition images with sharpness. It reduces the overall noise level, increasing the overall quality of the images. The enhanced quality and speed provide improved results, leading to beautiful prints that are sure to satisfy your customers.

An amazing 540dpi (12 bits), 79 million pixels for an A3 size print.

Having a printer that produces high-definition, high-quality prints provides a big advantage for the price-takers. The QSS-3801HD laser engine has an advanced resolution of 540dpi for both mono and color printing. This high resolution results in a sharper image, making it easier to capture and reproduce the finest details. The EZ Controller also allows for complete control of the printer, ensuring that every print is perfect.

Good Color

The EZ Controller, sold separately, improves efficiency and reduces costs

The EZ Controller offers complete control of the printer, allowing for complete customization of the settings. This added control makes it possible to produce a wide range of images, from simple text to complex graphics. The EZ Controller also allows for advanced color management, ensuring that every print is as true to the original as possible.

This system has everything you need to enhance your workflow

With its user-friendly, high level of automation, and ability to be integrated into a workflow that meets your specific needs, the QSS-3801HD will bring you a higher level of speed and productivity to your business.

Smooth operation with automatic functions

Colorimeter

The automatic colorimeter built into the printer automatically adjusts the printing settings to ensure consistent color reproduction.

Auto daily setup

Daily routine is carried out automatically using the program line, reducing the setup time required before business hours, helping you to reduce errors and save you time more efficiently.

Interrupted orders signified by LED lamp

The EZ Controller software has the unique ability to inform users when the printer is interrupted. LED lamps on the printer are used to indicate this, allowing users to easily identify which orders have been interrupted and what print they have been interrupted prints. The EZ Controller also allows for easy ordering and printing of interrupted orders.

The space-saving design provides a more versatile layout

In addition to being compact in size, the top of the QSS-3801HD is the most advanced in its class. The space-saving design provides a more versatile layout, allowing you to maximize your space and use your time more effectively.

Can choose a network that is just right for you

Whether you need a local or remote print setting, you can choose a network that meets your needs.

QSS-370HD series

6"x 4" (12.7 x 10.2 cm) Approx. 2,120 prints per hour

QSS-370HRD

6"x 4" (12.7 x 10.2 cm) Approx. 2,366 prints per hour

With its compact size and small footprint, the QSS-3801HD is sure to fit your needs, as well as its space-saving design. The combination of quality and speed provides a complete printer that suits the needs of businesses. The efficiency-enhancing high-speed printing and frame magazine systems are designed to enhance productivity, making the QSS-3801HD and QSS-370HD series not just a printer, but the perfect tool for your business.